AfPIF-2015
“Lessons Learnt”

Peering Introductions
Peering Introductions

• Your AS Number
• Where you Peer
• Your Peering Policy
• Contact Information

• Email the above to mwangi@isoc.org
• Subject: AfPIF-2015 Peering Introductions
Packet Clearing House
Worldwide (111+ IXPs)
Open peering policy
peering@pch.net
AS: 37474 & 37663
Peer: Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban
Peering Policy: Open
Contact: ops@inx.net.za
• **Organization:** SEACOM
• **Peering locations:**
  – NAPAfrica Johannesburg
  – NAPAfrica Cape Town
  – KIXP
  – UIXP (end-September, 2015)
  – FranceIX (Marseille)
  – LINX
  – AMS-IX
  – Netnod
  – DE-CIX
• **Peering Policy:** Open Peering Policy
• **Contact information:** peering@seacom.mu
AS 37090

• Organization: ISOCEL SA
• Peering locations:
  – Benin IX
  – LINX
  – AMS-IX
  – NL-IX
• Peering Policy: Open Peering Policy
• Contact information: peering@isoceltelecom.com
AS 37282

• Organization: MainOne
• Peering locations:
  – IXPN
  – GIX
  – LINX
  – AMIX
• Peering Policy: Selective Peering Policy
• Contact information: Peering@mainone.net
AS 31960

• Organization: CIUEM

• Peering locations:
  – MOZIX

• Peering Policy: Open

• Contact information: Antonio Godinho

• email: antonio@uem.mz
AS 33791

• Organization: TIX (IXP)
• Peering locations:
  – Dar-es-Salaam (Tanzania)
• Peering Policy: Open
• Contact information: info@tix.or.tz
AS 37084

• Organization: SimbaNET Tanzania

• Peering locations:
  – TIX
  – ZIXP
  – UIXP (under different AS)
  – KIXP (indirect)

• Peering Policy: Open Peering

• Contact information: frank@simbanet.co.tz
AS 30844

• **Organization:** Liquid Telecom

• **Peering locations:** Johannesburg (NAP, JINX), Cape Town (CINX), Kenya (KIXP), Rwanda (RINEX), Uganda (UIXP), Zimbabwe (ZINX), Zambia (ZIXP), LINCX (Juniper and Extreme Lans), AMSIX, DECIX, SmartHub (Fujairah), Botswana (BINX)

• **Peering Policy:** We believe in open peering, our policy has been open since day 1! We operate on 100% hot potato policy, peer with us in one location, get our routes from all locations!

• **Peering DB:** [http://as30844.peeringdb.com](http://as30844.peeringdb.com)

• **Contact us:** peering@liquidtelecom.com
AS 32653

- **Organization:** eNetworks
- **Peering locations:** CINX, NAP CPT, NAP JHB and JINX and DINX coming soon
- **Peering Policy:** ?
- **Contact us:** peering@enetworks.co.za
AS 20940 // AS 32787

• **Organization:** AKAMAI

• **Peering locations:** 100+ IXes / LINC, AMS-IX, DE-CIX, NapAfrica

• **Peering Policy:** Open Peering Policy

• **Contact us:** peering@akamai.com // as20940.peeringdb.com // as32787.peeringdb.com
AS 37684

• Organization: Angani
• Peering locations:
  – KIXP (Nairobi)
• Peering Policy: Open Peering Policy
• Contact us: Riyaz Bachani riyaz@angani.co
  skype: rbachani
AS 36914

• Organization: KENET
• Peering locations:
  – KIXP (Nairobi)
  – Mombasa
  – UbuntuNET (London & Amsterdam)
• Peering Policy: Open Peering Policy
• Contact us: Kennedy Aseda
  kaseda@kenet.or.ke
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